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Abstract
Test-time domain adaptation aims to adapt a source pretrained model to a target domain without using any source
data. Existing works mainly consider the case where the
target domain is static. However, real-world machine perception systems are running in non-stationary and continually changing environments where the target domain distribution can change over time. Existing methods, which
are mostly based on self-training and entropy regularization, can suffer from these non-stationary environments.
Due to the distribution shift over time in the target domain, pseudo-labels become unreliable. The noisy pseudolabels can further lead to error accumulation and catastrophic forgetting. To tackle these issues, we propose a continual test-time adaptation approach (CoTTA) which comprises two parts. Firstly, we propose to reduce the error
accumulation by using weight-averaged and augmentationaveraged predictions which are often more accurate. On
the other hand, to avoid catastrophic forgetting, we propose to stochastically restore a small part of the neurons to
the source pre-trained weights during each iteration to help
preserve source knowledge in the long-term. The proposed
method enables the long-term adaptation for all parameters in the network. CoTTA is easy to implement and can be
readily incorporated in off-the-shelf pre-trained models. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on four classification tasks and a segmentation task for continual testtime adaptation, on which we outperform existing methods.
Our code is available at https://qin.ee/cotta.

1. Introduction
Test-time domain adaptation aims to adapt a source pretrained model by learning from the unlabeled test (target)
data during inference time. Due to the domain shift between source training data and target test data, an adaptation is necessary to achieve good performance. For example, a semantic segmentation model trained on data from
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Figure 1. We consider the online continual test-time adaptation
scenario. The target data is provided in a sequence and from a
continually changing environment. An off-the-shelf source pretrained network is used to initialize the target network. The model
is updated online based on the current target data, and the predictions are given in an online fashion. The adaptation of the target
network does not rely on any source data. Existing methods often
suffer from error accumulation and forgetting which result in performance deterioration over time. Our method enables long-term
test-time adaptation under continually changing environments.

clear weather conditions can suffer significant performance
deterioration when tested on snowy night conditions [50].
Similarly, a pre-trained image classification model can also
suffer this phenomenon when tested on corrupted images resulting from sensor degradation. Due to privacy concerns or
legal constraints, the source data is generally considered unavailable during inference time under this setup, making it a
more challenging but more realistic problem than unsupervised domain adaptation. In many scenarios, the adaptation
also needs to be performed in an online fashion. Therefore,
test-time adaptation is critical to the success of real-world
machine perception applications under domain shift.
Existing works on test-time adaptation often tackle the
distribution shift between the source domain and a fixed
target domain by updating model parameters using pseudolabels or entropy regularization [43,61]. These self-training
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methods have been proven to be effective when the test data
are drawn from the same stationary domain. However, they
can be unstable [48] when the target test data originates
from an environment which is continually changing. There
are two aspects that contribute to this: Firstly, under the continually changing environment, the pseudo-labels become
noisier and mis-calibrated [13] because of the distribution
shift. Therefore, early prediction mistakes are more likely
to result in error accumulation [4]. Secondly, as the model
is being continually adapted to new distributions for a long
time, knowledge from the source domain is harder to preserve, leading to catastrophic forgetting [11, 41, 45].
Aiming to tackle these problems under the continually
changing environment, this work focuses on the practical
problem of online continual test-time adaptation. As shown
in Figure 1, the goal is to start from an off-the-shelf source
pre-trained model, and continually adapt it to the current
test data. Under this setup, we assume that the target test
data is streamed from a continually changing environment.
The prediction and updates are performed online, meaning
that the model will only have access to the current stream
of data without having access to the full test data nor any
source data. The proposed setup is very relevant for realworld machine perception systems. For example, surrounding environments are continually changing for autonomous
driving systems (e.g. weather change from sunny to cloudy
then to rainy). They can even change abruptly (e.g. when
a car exits a tunnel and the camera gets suddenly overexposed). A perception model need to adapt itself and make
decisions online under these non-stationary domain shifts.
To effectively adapt the pre-trained source model to
the continually changing test data, we propose a continual test-time adaptation approach (CoTTA) which tackles
the two main limitations of existing methods. The first
component of the proposed method aims to alleviate error accumulation. We propose to improve the pseudo-label
quality under the self-training framework in two different
ways. On the one hand, motivated by the fact that the
mean teacher predictions often have a higher quality than
the standard model [55], we use a weight-averaged teacher
model to provide more accurate predictions. On the other
hand, for test data which suffers larger domain gap, we use
the augmentation-averaged predictions to further boost the
quality of pseudo-labels. The second component of the proposed method aims to help preserve the source knowledge
and avoid forgetting. We propose to stochastically restore a
small part of neurons in the network back to the pre-trained
source model. By reducing error accumulation and preserving knowledge, CoTTA enables long-term adaptation in a
continuously changing environment, and makes it possible
to train all parameters of the network. In contrast, previous
methods [43, 61] can only train batchnorm parameters.
It is worth pointing out that our approach can be eas-

ily implemented. The weight-and-augmentation-averaged
strategy and the stochastic restoration can be readily incorporated into any off-the-shelf pre-trained model without the
need to re-train it on source data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach on four classification
tasks and a segmentation task for continual test-time adaptation, on which we significantly improve performance over
existing methods. Our contributions are summarized blow:
• We propose a continual test-time adaptation approach
which can effectively adapt off-the-shelf source pretrained models to continually changing target data.
• Specifically, we reduce the error accumulation by
using weight-averaged and augmentation-averaged
pseudo-labels that are more accurate.
• The long-term forgetting effect is alleviated by explicitly preserving the knowledge from the source model.
• The proposed approach significantly improves the continual test-time adaptation performance on both classification and segmentation benchmarks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Domain Adaptation
Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) [44,46] aims to
improve the target model performance in the presence of a
domain shift between the labeled source domain and unlabeled target domain. During training, UDA methods often
align the feature distributions between the two domains using discrepancy losses [39] or adversarial training [12, 58].
Alternatively, the alignment can also be done in the input
space [18, 67]. In recent years, self-training has also shown
promising results by iteratively using gradually-improving
target pseudo-labels to train the network [19, 36, 62, 75].

2.2. Test-time Adaptation
Test-time adaptation is also referred to as source-free domain adaptation in some references [28,66]. Unlike domain
adaptation which requires access to both source and target
data for adaptation, test-time adaptation methods do not require any data from the source domain for adaptation. Some
existing works [29, 33, 68] utilize generative models to support the feature alignment in absence of source data.
Another popular direction is to finetune the source model
without explicitly conducting domain alignment. Test entropy minimization (TENT) [61] takes a pre-trained model
and adapts to the test data by updating the trainable parameters in Batchnorm layers using entropy minimization.
Source hypothesis transfer (SHOT) [37] utilizes both entropy minimization and a diversity regularizer for the adaptation. SHOT requires using source data to train a specialized source model using the label-smoothing technique
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Table 1. The difference between our proposed continual test-time adaptation and related adaptation settings.
Data
Setting
standard domain adaptation
standard test-time training [54]
fully test-time adaptation [61]
continual test-time adaptation

Source
Yes
Yes
No
No

Target
stationary
stationary
stationary
continually changing

with the weight normalization layer. Thus, it cannot support the use an arbitrary pre-trained model. [43] proposes to
apply a diversity regularizer combined with an input transformation module to further improve the performance. [23]
uses a separate normalization convolutional network to normalize test images from new domains. [22] only updates
the final classification layer during inference time using
pseudo-prototypes. [74] analyzes the problem in a Bayesian
perspective and proposes a regularized entropy minimization procedure at test-time adaptation, which requires approximating density during training time. Updating the
statistics in the Batch Normalization layer using the target data is a different path which also shows promising results [21, 34, 70]. While most existing works focus on image classification, [20, 27, 38] extend test-time adaptation to
semantic segmentation. Standard test-time adaptation considers the offline scenario where access to the full set of
test data is provided for the training. This is often unrealistic for online machine perception applications. Most existing works (except TENT variants [60]) also require the retraining of the source model to support the test-time adaptation. Therefore, they cannot directly use off-the-shelf pretrained model from the source domain.

Learning
Train stage
Test stage
Yes
No
Yes (aux task)
Yes
No (pre-trained)
Yes
No (pre-trained)
Yes

sion of TENT [61] could adapt under this setup by continually updating the BN parameters using the entropy loss.
However, it can suffer from error accumulation because of
mis-calibrated predictions. Test-time training (TTT) [54]
could also continually update the feature extractor using supervision from the rotation prediction auxiliary task. However, it requires re-training of the source model using the
source data to learn the auxiliary task. Therefore, it cannot
be considered as source-free for the full pipeline and does
not support off-the-shelf source pre-trained models.

2.4. Continual Learning
Continual learning [10] and lifelong learning [45] are
closely related to the continuous adaptation problems as
a potential cure to the catastrophic forgetting. Continual learning methods can often be categorized into replaybased [49] and regularization-based [53, 72] methods.
The latter can further be divided into data-focused methods, such as learning without forgetting (LwF) [35], and
prior-focused methods, such as elastic weight consolidation (EWC) [24]. Ideas from continual learning are adopted
for continuous domain adaptation approaches [3, 30].

2.5. Domain Generalization
2.3. Continuous Domain Adaptation
Unlike standard domain adaptation which assumes a specific target domain, continuous domain adaptation considers the adaptation problem with continually changing target
data. Continuous Manifold Adaptation (CMA) [17] is an
early work which considers adaptation to evolving domains.
Incremental adversarial domain adaptation (IADA) [63]
adapts to continually changing domains by adversarially
aligning source and target features. [59] aims to continually
adapt the unseen visual domain while alleviate the forgetting on the seen domain without retaining the source training data. [3] aims to adapt to gradually changing domains by
making use of the assumption of continuity between gradually varying domains. Existing continuous domain adaptation methods need to have access to data from both the
source and target domains in order to align the distributions.
The main focus of this paper is continual test-time adaptation, which additionally considers the adaptation at testtime without accessing the source data. While this is a realistic scenario for machine perception systems in the real
world, there are very limited number of approaches which
are applicable to such scenarios. In theory, the online ver-

This work is also related to domain generalization [42]
in a broad sense, because of the shared goal of improving performance on potentially changing target domains.
A number of works have also shown that data augmentation [52] during training [14, 16, 32, 69] and during testing [1, 40, 73] can improve model robustness and generalizability. Domain randomization is one of the most popular methods which improves the model generalizability by
learning from different synthesis parameters of simulation
environments [56, 57]. Unlike domain generalization methods which mostly aim to train a more generalizable neural
network from the source domain, this work focuses on improving the performance of existing pre-trained neural networks during test-time by using the unlabeled online data
from the continually changing target domain.

3. Continual Test-Time Domain Adaptation
3.1. Problem Definition
Given an existing pre-trained model fθ0 (x) with parameters θ trained on the source data (X S , Y S ), we aim at improving the performance of this existing model during in-
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reduce error accumulation. In addition, to help reduce forgetting in continual adaptation, we propose to explicitly preserve information from the source model. An overview of
the proposed method is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An overview of the proposed continual test-time adaptation (CoTTA) approach. CoTTA adapts from an off-the-shelf
source pre-trained network. Error accumulation is mitigated by using a teacher model to provide weight-averaged pseudo-labels and
using multiple augmentations to average the predictions. Knowledge from the source data is preserved by stochastically restoring
a small number of elements of trainable weights.

ference time for a continually changing target domain in
an online fashion without having access to any source data.
Unlabeled target domain data X T is provided sequentially
and the model only have access to the data of the current
time step. At time step t, target data xTt is provided as input
and the model fθt needs to make the prediction fθt (xTt ) and
adapts itself accordingly for future inputs θt →
− θt+1 . The
data distribution of xTt is continually changing. The model
is evaluated based on the online predictions.
This setup is largely motivated by the need of machine
perception applications in continually changing environments. For example, the surrounding environment is continually changing for autonomous driving cars because of
location, weather, and time. Perception decisions need to
be made online and models need to be adapted.
We list the main differences between our online continual test-time adaptation setup with existing adaptation setups in Table 1. Compared to previous setups which focus
on a fixed target domain, we consider the long-term adaptation on continually changing target environments.

Source Model Existing works on test-time adaptation often require special treatment in the training process of the
source model to improve domain generalization ability and
to facilitate the adaptation. For example, during source
training, TTT [54] has an additional auxiliary rotation prediction branch to train to facilitate the target adaptation supervision. This requires a retraining on the source data, and
makes it impossible to reuse existing pre-trained models. In
our proposed test-time adaptation method, we lift this burden and do not require a modification of the architecture or
an additional source training process. Therefore, any existing pre-trained models can be used without retraining on the
source. We will show in the experiments that our method
can work on a wide range of pre-trained networks including
ResNet variants and Transformer-based architectures.
Weight-Averaged Pseudo-Labels Given target data xTt
and the model fθt , the common test-time objective under
the self-training framework is to minimize the cross-entropy
consistency between the prediction ŷtT = fθt (xTt ) and a
pseudo-label. For example, directly using the model prediction itself as the pseudo-label leads to the training objective
of TENT [61] (i.e. entropy minimization). While this works
for a stationary target domain, the quality of pseudo-labels
can drop significantly for continually changing target data
because of the distribution shift.
Motivated by the observation that weight-averaged models over training steps often provide a more accurate model
than the final model [47, 55], we use a weight-averaged
teacher model fθ′ to generate the pseudo-labels. At timestep t = 0, the teacher network is initialized to be the
same as the source pre-trained network. At time-step t,
T
the pseudo-label is first generated by the teacher yˆ′ t =
fθt′ (xTt ). The student fθt is then updated by the crossentropy loss between the student and teacher predictions:
Lθt (xTt ) = −

X

T
T
yˆ′ tc log ŷtc
,

(1)

c
T

3.2. Methodology
We propose an adaptation method for the online continual test-time adaptation setup. The proposed method takes
an off-the-shelf source pre-trained model and adapts it to
the continually changing target data in an online fashion.
Motivated by the fact that error accumulation is one of the
key bottlenecks in the self-training framework, we propose
to use weight-and-augmentation-averaged pseudo-labels to

where yˆ′ tc is the probability of class c in the teacher model’s
T
soft pseudo-label prediction, and ŷtc
is the prediction from
the main model (student). The loss enforces a consistency
between the teacher and student predictions.
After the update of the student model θt →
− θt+1 using
Equation 1, we update the weights of the teacher model by
exponential moving average using the student weights:
′
θt+1
= αθt′ + (1 − α)θt+1 ,
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(2)

where α is a smoothing factor. Our final prediction for the
T
input data xTt is the class with the highest probability in yˆ′ t .
The benefits of the weight-averaged consistency are twofold. On the one hand, by using the often more accurate [47] weight-averaged prediction as the pseudo-label target, our model suffers less from the error accumulation during the continual adaptation. On the other hand, the mean
T
teacher prediction yˆ′ t encodes the information from models in past iterations and is, therefore, less likely to suffer
from catastrophic forgetting in long-term continual adaptation and improve the generalization capability to new unseen domains. This is inspired by the mean teacher method
proposed in [55] in semi-supervised learning.
Augmentation-Averaged Pseudo-Labels Data augmentation during training time [52] has been widely applied to
improve model performance. Different augmentation policies are often manually designed [26] or searched [9] for
different datasets. While test-time augmentation has also
been proven to be able to improve robustness [5, 54], the
augmentation policies are generally determined and fixed
for a specific dataset without considering the distribution
change during inference time. Under a continually changing environment, test distributions can change dramatically,
which may make the augmentation policy invalid. Here, we
take the test-time domain shift into account and approximate the domain difference by prediction confidence. The
augmentation is only applied when the domain difference is
large, to reduce error accumulation.
N −1

1 X
T
fθ′ (augi (xTt )),
y˜′ t =
N i=0 t
( T
yˆ′ t , if conf(fθ0 (xTt )) ≥ pth
′T
yt =
T
y˜′ t , otherwise,

(3)

(4)

T
where y˜′ t is the augmentation-averaged prediction from the
T
teacher model, yˆ′ t is the direct prediction from the teacher
model, conf(fθ0 (xTt )) is the source pre-trained model’s
prediction confidence on the current input xTt , and pth is
a confidence threshold. By calculating the prediction confidence on the current input xTt using the pre-trained model
fθ0 in Equation 4, we attempt to approximate the domain
difference between the source and the current domain. We
hypothesize that a lower confidence indicates a larger domain gap and a relatively high confidence level indicates
a smaller domain gap. Therefore, when the confidence is
T
high and larger than the threshold, we directly use yˆ′ t as
our pseudo-label without using any augmentation. When
the confidence is low, we apply additionally N random augmentations to further improve the pseudo-label quality. The
filtering is critical as we observe that random augmentations

Algorithm 1 The proposed continual test-time adaptation
Initialization: A source pre-trained model fθ0 (x), teacher
model fθ0′ (x) initialized from fθ0 (x).
Input: For each time step t, current stream of data xt .
1: Augment xt and get weight and augmentation-averaged
pseudo-labels from the teacher fθt′ by Equation 4.
2: Update student fθt by consistency loss in Equation 5.
3: Update teacher fθt′ by moving average in Equation 2.
4: Stochastically restore student fθt by Equation 8.
Output: Prediction fθt′ (xt ); Updated student model
′
fθt+1 (x); Updated teacher model fθt+1
(x).
on confident samples with small domain gaps can sometimes decrease model performance. We provide detailed
discussion on this observation in the supplementary. In
summary, we use the confidence to approximate the domain
difference and determine when to apply the augmentations.
The student is updated by the refined pseudo-label:
X T
T
Lθt (xTt ) = −
y ′ tc log ŷtc
,
(5)
c

Stochastic Restoration While more accurate pseudolabels can mitigate error accumulation, continual adaptation by self-training for a long time inevitably introduces
errors and leads to forgetting. This issue can be especially
relevant if we encounter strong domain shifts within a sequence of data, because the strong distribution shift leads
to mis-calibrated and even wrong predictions. Self-training
in this case may only lead to reinforcing wrong predictions.
What’s worse is that after encountering hard examples, the
model may not be able to recover because of the continual
adaptation, even when the new data are not severely shifted.
To further tackle the problem of catastrophic forgetting,
we propose a stochastic restoration method which explicitly
restores the knowledge from the source pre-trained model.
Consider a convolution layer within the student model fθ
after gradient update based on Equation 1 at time step t:
xl+1 = Wt+1 ∗ xl ,

(6)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation, xl and xl+1
denote the input and output to this layer, Wt+1 denotes
the trainable convolution filters. The proposed stochastic
restoration method additionally updates the weight W by:
M ∼ Bernoulli(p),
Wt+1 = M ⊙ W0 + (1 − M ) ⊙ Wt+1 ,

(7)
(8)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication. p is a
small restore probability, and M is a mask tensor of the
same shape as Wt+1 . The mask tensor decides which element within Wt+1 to restore back to the source weight W0 .
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The stochastic restoration can also be seen as a special
form of Dropout. By stochastically restoring a small number of tensor elements in the trainable weights to the initial
weight, the network avoids drifting too far away from the
initial source model and therefore, avoids catastrophic forgetting. In addition, by preserving the information from the
source model, we are able to train all trainable parameters
without suffering from model collapse. This brings more
capacity for the adaptation and is another major difference
compared to entropy minimization methods [43, 61] which
only train the BN parameters for test-time adaptation.
As shown in Algorithm 1, combining the refined pseudolabels with stochastic restoration leads to our online continual test-time adaptation (CoTTA) method.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our proposed method on five continual testtime adaptation benchmark tasks: CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C
(standard and gradual), CIFAR100-to-CIFAR100C, and
ImageNet-to-ImageNet-C for image classification, as well
as Cityscapses-to-ACDC for semantic segmentation.

4.1. Datasets and tasks
CIFAR10C, CIFAR100C, and ImageNet-C were originally created to benchmark robustness of classification networks [15]. Each dataset contains 15 types of corruptions
with 5 levels of severity. The corruptions were applied on
images from the test set of the clean CIFAR10 or CIFAR100
dataset [25]. There are 10,000 images for each corruption
type for both CIFAR10C and CIFAR100C datasets.
For our online continual test-time adaptation task, a network pre-trained on the clean training set of CIFAR10 or
CIFAR100 dataset is used. During test time, the corrupted
images are provided in an online fashion to the network.
Unlike previous methods which evaluate the test-time adaptation performance from the clean images pre-trained model
to each corruption type individually, we continually adapt
the source pre-trained model to each corruption type sequentially. We evaluate all models under the largest corruption severity level 5. The evaluation is based on the online prediction results immediately after the encounter of
the data. Both the CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 experiments
follow this online continual test-time adaptation scheme.
For CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C, we follow the official public implementation from TENT [61] for the CIFAR10 experiments. The same pre-trained model is adopted, which is
a WideResNet-28 [71] model from the RobustBench benchmark [8]. We update the model for one step at each iteration (i.e. one gradient step per test point). We use the
same Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-3 as the official implementation. Following [5], we use the same random augmentation composition including color jitter, random affine, gaussian blur, random horizonal flip, and gaus-

sian noise. We use 32 augmentations for our experiments.
We discuss the choice of the augmentation threshold pth in
our supplementary material. Unlike TENT models which
only update the BN scale and shift weights, we update all
trainable parameters in the experiments. We use a restoration probability of p = 0.01 for all our experiments.
For CIFAR100-to-CIFAR100C experiments, we adopt
the pre-trained ResNeXt-29 [65] model from [16], which is
used as one of the default architectures for CIFAR100 in the
RobustBench benchmark [8]. The same hyperparameters
are used as in the CIFAR10 experiments. The ImageNet-toImageNet-C [15] experiments use the standard pre-trained
resnet50 model in RobustBench [8]. ImageNet-C experiments are evaluated under ten diverse corruption orders.
Cityscapes-to-ACDC is a continual semantic segmentation task we designed to mimic continual distribution
shifts in the real world. The source model is an offthe-shelf pre-trained segmentation model trained on the
Cityscapes dataset [7]. The target domain contains images from various scenarios from the Adverse Conditions
Dataset (ACDC) [50]. The ACDC dataset shares the same
semantic classes with Cityscapes and is collected in four
different adverse visual conditions: Fog, Night, Rain, and
Snow. We evaluate our continual test-time adaptation following the same default order. We use 400 unlabeled
images from each adverse condition for the adaptation.
To mimic the scenario in real life where similar environments might be revisited, and to evaluate the forgetting effect of our methods, we repeat the same sequence
group (of the four conditions) 10 times (i.e. in total 40:
Fog−
→Night−
→Rain−
→Snow−
→Fog...). This also provides an
evaluation of the adaptation performance in the long term.
For the implementation details, we adopt a transformerbased architecture, Segformer [64], for our Cityscapse-toACDC experiments. We use the publicly-available pretrained Segformer-B5 trained on Cityscapes as our off-theshelf source model. For the baseline comparison method,
T EN T optimizes the parameters in the normalization layers. For the proposed CoTTA model, all trainable layers
are updated without the need to choose specific layers. Images from ACDC have a resolution of 1920x1080. We use
down-sampled resolutions of 960x540 as inputs to the network and the predictions are evaluated under the original
resolution. Adam optimizer is used with the learning rate
8 times smaller than the default one for Segformer, because
we use batch size 1 instead of 8 (default for source training)
in our online continual test-time adaptation experiments.
We use the multi-scaling input with flip as the augmentation
method for the proposed method to generate augmentationweighted pseudo-label (as in Equation 3). Following the
default practice designed for Cityscapes in MMSeg [6], we
use the scale factors of [0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0].
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Table 2. Classification error rate (%) for the standard CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C online continual test-time adaptation task. Tesults are
evaluated on WideResNet-28 with the largest corruption severity level 5. * denotes the requirement on additional domain information.

Source
24.8

BN Adapt
13.7

c tra
ns

42.0
12.1
12.7
10.8
14.1
11.9
12.0
10.3

25.1
17.3
17.3
15.9
19.1
17.2
16.6
14.8

41.3
17.4
17.3
16.2
18.6
16.0
15.9
14.1

26.0 9.3 46.7 26.6 58.5 30.3
43.5
15.3 8.4 12.6 23.8 19.7 27.3
20.4
16.5 10.1 13.4 22.4 18.9 25.9
19.8
13.7 7.9 12.1 22.0 17.3 24.2
18.6
18.6 12.2 20.3 25.7 20.8 24.9
20.7
14.3 9.4 13.1 19.9 15.4 19.9
18.3
14.7 9.4 13.6 19.8 14.7 18.7
17.4
12.4 7.5 10.6 18.3 13.4 17.3 16.2 (0.1)

TENT-continual [61]
30.7

CoTTA
10.4 ± 0.2

4.2. Experiments on CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C
We first evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model
on the CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C task. We compare our
method to the source-only baseline and four popular methods. As shown in Table 2, directly using the pre-trained
model without adaptation yields a high average error rate
of 43.5%, indicating that an adaptation is necessary. The
BN Stats Adapt method keeps the network weights and uses
the Batch Normalization statistics from the input data of the
current iteration for the prediction [34, 51]. The approach
is simple and fully online, and significantly improves the
performance over the source-only baseline. Using hard
pseudo-labels [31] to update the BN-trainable parameters
can reduce the error rate to 19.8%. If the TENT-online [61]
method has access to the additional domain information and
resets itself to the initial pre-trained model whenever it encounters a new domain, the performance can be further improved to 18.6%. However, such information is usually unavailable in real applications. Without having access to this
additional information, the TENT-continual method does
not yield any improvement over the BN Stats Adapt method.
It is worth mentioning that in earlier stages of the adaptation, TENT-continual outperforms the BN Stats Adapt.
However, the model quickly deteriorates after observing
three types of corruptions. This indicates that TENT based
methods can be unstable under continual adaptation in the
long term because of error accumulation. Our proposed
method can continuously outperform all the above methods by using the weight-and-augmentation-averaged consistency. The error rate is significantly reduced to 16.2%. In
addition, it does not suffer from performance deterioration
in the long term because of our stochastic restore approach.
Ablation study: individual components The main contribution of our proposed method is to reduce the error ac-
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14.4
12.1
12.3
11.6
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72.9
36.3
32.0
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28.6
30.8
26.0
26.6

Table 3. Gradually changing CIFAR10-to-CIFAR10C results. The
severity level changes gradually between the lowest and the highest. The corruption type changes when the severity is the lowest.
Results are the mean over ten diverse corruption type sequences.
Avg. Error (%)
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t −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Mean

cumulation by using averaged pseudo-labels and random
restoration. To validate our motivation, we conduct an ablation study on each of the elements of the proposed approach. As listed in Table 2, by using the weight-averaged
pseudo-labels from the teacher model, the error rate is reduced from 20.7% to 18.3%. This indicates that the weightaveraged predictions are indeed more accurate than the direct predictions. By using multiple augmentations to further
refine the weight-averaged predictions, we are able to further improve the performance to 17.4%. However, the performance is still deteriorating over time (e.g. comparing to
TENT-online* for contrast), indicating that even though the
pseudo-labels are more accurate, error can still accumulate
because of the inevitable wrong predictions. Finally, by using stochastic restoration to explicitly preserve the source
knowledge, the long-term predictions can be largely improved. This leads to an improved error rate of 16.2%. The
number in bracket is the standard deviation over 5 seeds.
Gradually changing setup.
In the above standard setup, corruption types change abruptly in the
highest severity, we now report the results for the
gradual setup.
We design the sequence by gradually changing severity for the 15 corruption types:
change

change

. . .2−
→1 −−−−−→ 1−
→2−
→3−
→4−
→5−
→4−
→3−
→2−
→1 −−−−−→ 1−
→2. . . ,
{z
} type | {z }
| {z } type |

t-1 and before

corruption type t, gradually changing severity

t+1 and on

where the severity level is the lowest (1) when corruption
type changes, therefore, the type change is gradual. The
distribution shift within each type is also gradual. We create 10 randomly shuffled orders for the corruption types t
and then evaluate the methods using the average error rate
over the ten diverse sequences. Table 3 shows that the proposed method outperforms competing methods, leading to
an error rate of 10.4%, compared to TENT’s 30.7%.

4.3. Experiments on CIFAR100-to-CIFAR100C
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we evaluate it on the more difficult CIFAR100to-CIFAR100C task. The experimental results are summarized in Table 4. We compare our method with the sourceonly baseline, BN stats adapt, Pseudo-label, as well as the
TENT-continual method. We observe that performance of
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Table 4. Classification error rate (%) for the standard CIFAR100-to-CIFAR100C online continual test-time adaptation task. All results are
evaluated on the ResNeXt-29 architecture with the largest corruption severity level 5.

50.3
41.5
52.8
71.1
40.3

29.5
26.5
45.2
70.4
24.7

55.1
30.3
53.5
82.3
26.9

37.2
35.7
60.1
88.0
32.5

74.7
32.9
58.1
88.5
28.3

jpeg

45.8
35.0
45.6
63.7
31.8

late

39.5
34.9
44.0
58.4
32.8

pixe

28.8
27.9
36.4
48.5
26.4

tic t
rans

fog

30.8
29.7
38.3
48.3
27.9

elas

fros
t

54.1
41.9
45.9
51.2
38.0

cont
rast

snow

29.3
27.6
33.2
37.9
26.9

tnes
s

zoom

39.4
42.7
40.7
41.7
39.7

brig
h

mot
ion

us

glas
s

ulse

shot

68.0
40.7
36.1
35.8
37.7

defo
c

73.0
42.1
38.1
37.2
40.1

imp

Source
BN Stats Adapt
Pseudo-label
TENT-continual [61]
CoTTA (Proposed)

ssia
n

Method

t −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Gau

Time

Mean

41.2
41.2
64.5
90.4
33.5

46.4
35.4
46.2
60.9
32.5

Table 5. Semantic segmentation results (mIoU in %) on the Cityscapes-to-ACDC online continual test-time adaptation task. We evaluate
the four test conditions continually for ten times to evaluate the long-term adaptation performance. To save space, we only show the
continual adaptation results in the first, fourth, seventh, and last round. Full results can be found in the supplementary material. All results
are evaluated based on the Segformer-B5 architecture.
Time
Round
Condition
Source
BN Stats Adapt
TENT-continual [61]
CoTTA (Proposed)

t −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
1
4
7
10
Fog Night rain snow Fog Night rain snow Fog Night rain snow Fog Night rain snow
69.1 40.3 59.7 57.8 69.1 40.3 59.7 57.8 69.1 40.3 59.7 57.8 69.1 40.3 59.7 57.8
62.3 38.0 54.6 53.0 62.3 38.0 54.6 53.0 62.3 38.0 54.6 53.0 62.3 38.0 54.6 53.0
69.0 40.2 60.1 57.3 66.5 36.3 58.7 54.0 64.2 32.8 55.3 50.9 61.8 29.8 51.9 47.8
70.9 41.2 62.4 59.7 70.9 41.0 62.7 59.7 70.9 41.0 62.8 59.7 70.8 41.0 62.8 59.7

Table 6. Average error of standard ImageNet-to-ImageNet-C experiments over 10 diverse corruption sequences (severity level 5).
Avg. Error (%) Source BN Adapt Test Aug [5] TENT [58]
CoTTA
ImageNet-C
82.4
72.1
71.4
66.5
63.0 ± 1.8 (0.1)

the TENT-continual model deteriorates rapidly over time on
the later corruption types because of the error accumulation and forgetting. Our method yields an absolute improvement of 2.9% error rate over BN stats adapt, and achieves
32.5%. More importantly, the improvement becomes larger
over time, this indicates that the proposed method is able to
learn from the unlabeled test images from the past streams
to further improve the performance on the current test data.

4.4. Experiments on ImageNet-to-ImageNet-C
To provide a more comprehensive evaluation on the proposed method, ImageNet-to-ImageNet-C experiments are
conducted over ten diverse corruption type sequences in
severity level of 5. As shown in Table 6, CoTTA is able to
continually outperform TENT and other competing methods. The number after ± is the standard deviation over 10
diverse corruption type sequences.

4.5. Experiments on Cityscapes-to-ACDC
We additionally evaluate our method on the more complex continual test-time semantic segmentation Cityscapesto-ACDC task. The experimental results are summarized in
Table 5. The results demonstrate that our method is also
effective for semantic segmentation tasks and is robust to
the different choices of architectures. Our proposed method
yields an absolute improvement of 1.9% mIoU over the
baseline, and achieves 58.6% mIoU. It is worth mention-

All
Mean
56.7
52.0
52.3
58.6

ing that BN Stats Adapt and TENT do not perform well in
this task and the performance deteriorates significantly over
time. This is partly because both were specifically designed
for networks with Batch Normalization layers, while there
is only one Batch Normalization layer in Segformer and the
majority of normalization layers in transformer models are
based on LayerNorm [2]. Our method, however, does not
rely on specific layers and can still be effective for this more
complex task on a very different architecture. The improved
performance is also largely maintained after being continually adapted for a relatively long term.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we focused on the continual test-time adaptation in non-stationary environments where the target domain distribution can continually change over time. To
tackle the error accumulation and catastrophic forgetting in
this setup, we proposed a novel method CoTTA which comprises two parts. Firstly, we reduced the error accumulation
by using weight-averaged and augmentation-averaged predictions which are often more accurate. Secondly, to preserve the knowledge from the source model, we stochastically restored a small part of the weights to the source
pre-trained weights. The proposed method can be incorporated in off-the-shelf pre-trained models without requiring
any access to source data. The effectiveness of CoTTA was
validated on four classification and one segmentation tasks.
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